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Abstract: We propose a novel kind of termination criteria, reduced precision solution (RPS) criteria, for solving optimal control
problems (OCPs) in nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC), which should be solved quickly for new inputs to be applied in
time. Computational delay, which may destroy the closed-loop stability, usually arises while non-convex and nonlinear OCPs are
solved with differential equations as the constraints. Traditional termination criteria of optimization algorithms usually involve
slow convergence in the solution procedure and waste computing resources. Considering the practical demand of solution precision, RPS criteria are developed to obtain good approximate solutions with less computational cost. These include some indices to
judge the degree of convergence during the optimization procedure and can stop iterating in a timely way when there is no apparent
improvement of the solution. To guarantee the feasibility of iterate for the solution procedure to be terminated early, the feasibilityperturbed sequential quadratic programming (FP-SQP) algorithm is used. Simulations on the reference tracking performance of a
continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR) show that the RPS criteria efficiently reduce computation time and the adverse effect of
computational delay on closed-loop stability.
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1 Introduction
Nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC) has
been an appealing field of research in the last two
decades (Schäfer et al., 2007), but NMPC strategies
are hard to apply in practice. One of the main obstacles to the extension from linear model predictive
control to NMPC is that the latter requires online
real-time solution of a series of nonlinear and usually
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non-convex optimal control problems (OCPs). This is
hard to realize because in practical applications we
have to deal with model-plant mismatch, disturbance,
and large-scale model equations.
Much research on NMPC is based on the assumption that the OCPs can be solved instantaneously
and the impact of the computational delay can generally be neglected (DeHaan and Guay, 2006). Practically, the computation time for solving OCPs is
often non-negligible and can lead to a delay between
the state information and the input signal implementation on the system. NMPC requires that constrained
nonlinear OCPs should be solved online, but the
heavy online computational burden leads to computational delay and can give rise to the deterioration of
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control performance.
Since the effect of computational delay on the
performance of NMPC was noted by Santos et al.
(2001) in a laboratory reactor, the deterioration of
controller stability has been studied by some researchers. Findeisen and Allgöwer (2003) reported
that the computational delay could lead to drastic
performance decrease or even instability of the
closed-loop, and proposed an efficient approach
highlighting both the computational and measurement delay in the NMPC framework. Some studies
focused on the conditions in which the closed-loop
stability could be guaranteed. Chen et al. (2000) presented a new stability condition and modified the
performance index in MPC in consideration of computational delay. When an initial control profile was
chosen to satisfy an inequality condition in each
online optimization procedure, the nonlinear system
controlled by the proposed NMPC algorithm was
asymptotically stable. From the computational point
of view, Chen et al. (2000) emphasized that solving a
nonlinear dynamic optimization problem with equality constraints was highly computationally intensive,
and in many cases, impossible to finish in time.
Much computationally-oriented research has
been conducted in dealing with problems on computational delay. For reducing the computation time of
OCPs, two of the common approaches are suboptimal
termination under mild conditions with an initial
feasible solution (Scokaert et al., 1999), and the reduction to a single iteration per sampling interval
(Diehl et al., 2002; 2005). Zavala and Biegler (2009)
proposed the advanced-step NMPC strategy. Based
on sensitivity information, this approach uses the
current control action to predict future plant state to
solve the next OCP in advance while the current
sampling period evolves. Wright and Tenny (2004)
developed the feasibility-perturbed sequential quadratic programming (FP-SQP) algorithm to compute
iterates containing both state and control components,
but perturbed these to retain feasibility with respect to
the constraints at every iteration and replace the
line-search globalization approach with a scaled
trust-region approach. This strategy has been integrated into the NMPC framework (Tenny et al., 2004).
Additionally, the requirement of finding a global
optimization solution has been relaxed by Chen and
Allgöwer (1998), Scokaert et al. (1999), etc. In these
works, feasibility implies stability for a particular

form of MPC when a controller with linear terminal
state feedback control is applied. From this point of
view, it is not necessary to achieve the global, or even
the local optimal solution to the given OCP. This
implies that it is reasonable to terminate the optimization procedure prematurely with just a feasible
solution if the closed-loop stability can be preserved
well. However, how to define the termination criteria
in terms of deciding which iteration is sufficient as
well as whether the optimization procedure should be
terminated is still being studied.
In this paper, the reduced precision solution
(RPS) criteria, a kind of termination criteria, are developed for solving the OCPs. RPS criteria enable the
termination of the optimization procedure in a timely
way and an efficient reduction of computational cost.
Unlike the traditional termination criteria (Gill et al.,
1981), in the RPS criteria a series of indices tailored
for the FP-SQP algorithm are defined to reflect the
quality of the current iterate. With the RPS criteria,
the optimization procedure can be terminated with a
proper approximate solution. Such a rule of termination incorporates the practical requirement of solution
precision and avoids iterating too much, to satisfy the
given tolerance of traditional termination criteria.
Therefore, computation time is shortened and computational delay can be reduced.

2 Basic theory of NMPC
In this paper, a typical ordinary differential
equation (ODE) model of the controlled plant in the
following form is considered:

x (t )  g ( x (t ), u(t )), x (0)  x0 ,

(1)

where x and u are subject to state and input
constraints
m
u(t )   , t  0,
(2)

n
 x (t )   , t  0.
Herein,  n   n is the state constraint set and
 m   m is the set of feasible inputs. We use NMPC
to stabilize the origin of system (1) in an optimal way
while all constraints are satisfied.
When the model equations are integrated, Eq. (1)
becomes the discrete model
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 x (k  1)  G ( x (k ), u(k ))

tk 1
 x (k )   g ( x ( ), u(k ), )d ,

tk

 x (0)  x0 ,

(3)

where k represents the sampling time step. A zeroorder hold is assumed for the inputs in interval
[tk, tk+1].
In the NMPC framework, based on given states,
the current control action is obtained by repeatedly
solving a series of OCPs subject to system dynamics
and constraints involving states and controls. By using the current state as the initial state, an optimal
control sequence is yielded by an optimization solver.
The first control of the sequence is injected into the
system and the calculation is repeated at the next
sampling time (Findeisen and Allgöwer, 2002; Qin
and Badgwell, 2003; Bock et al., 2007), as shown in
Fig. 1, where Δt is the sampling interval.
Past

Future
Setpoint
Predicted state x

Given state x

New input u

Past input u
t t +t
t +Tc
Control horizon Tc

t +Tp

Prediction horizon Tp

Fig. 1 Principle of nonlinear model predictive control

The OCP of system (3) minimized over the prediction horizon Tp (for convenience, control horizon
and prediction horizon could be made the same) is as
follows (Tenny, 2002):
Tp 1

min J ( x , u)   L( x (k  i | k ), u(k  i | k ))  E ( x (Tp ))
x ,u

s.t.

i 0

x (k  i  1| k )  G ( x (k  i | k ), u(k  i | k )),
i  0,1,, Tp  1,
x (k  i | k )   n , i  1,2,, Tp ,

(4)

u(k  i | k )   , i  0,1,, Tp  1,
m

x (Tp )   f (Tp ),

where L(x(k+i|k), u(k+i|k)) is the stage cost, k represents the current time step, and x and u denote the
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sequences of vectors representing states and inputs,
respectively, which are denoted as
 x  ( x (k  1| k ), x (k  2 | k ), , x (k  Tp | k )),
(5)

u  (u(k | k ), u(k  1| k ), , u(k  Tp  1| k )).

In these equations, f(Tp) is a compact subset of
n

ú containing the origin in its interior. Once x(k) is
known, the prediction horizon is shifted forward by
one sampling interval and the OCP in form of Eq. (4)
is solved to obtain u(k). Consequently, such a recursive scheme produces the feedback law
u(k )  h( x (k ))

(6)

with h: ún→úm.
Many approaches are proposed to solve OCP (4)
through nonlinear programming methods (Henson,
1998), such as the sequential approach (Vassiliadis et
al., 1994a; 1994b) and the simultaneous approach
(Jockenhövel et al., 2003; Kameswaran and Biegler,
2006; Lang and Biegler, 2007). In this work, the sequential approach is employed due to its easy implementation. In the sequential approach, only control
variables are discretized and an efficient integrator is
used to obtain new state information. At every optimization iteration, system simulation and optimization are performed sequentially, i.e., one after another
(Diehl et al., 2008).
In consideration of the closed-loop stability of
the controlled dynamic system, it is required that the
final state x(Tp) should satisfy a certain inequality
constraint, as discussed in the review by Mayne et al.
(2000). Therefore, a simple method (Tenny, 2002;
Tenny et al., 2004) is employed to check whether the
terminal constraint has been satisfied. If not, then the
horizon Tp is increased and the OCP problem is
resolved.
3 NMPC framework via FP-SQP with the RPS
criteria
3.1 Motivation

Ideally, the OCPs can be solved instantaneously.
This means that no computational delay exists.
However, it is not true in practice, as solving OCP
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needs a certain time, which is not negligible.
We take the continuously stirred tank reactor
(CSTR) (Henson and Seborg, 1997) as an example to
explore the adverse effects of computational delay
caused by the traditional criteria on control performance (Fig. 2). The specific parameters are listed
in detail in Section 4. The tolerance of traditional
termination criteria is ε=10−6, as this is generally used
as the default tolerance in many nonlinear programming (NLP) solvers.
Remark 1 If computational delay exists, then the
previous control effort will act in the following sampling periods until the computation of OCP is finished
and the control effort is available.
To analyze the OCP solution procedures at certain time steps where non-negligible computational
delay specifically exists, we refer to the OCP objective function profiles, as shown in the sub-graphs of
Fig. 2. The objective of OCP decreases quickly (in
about five iterations) and slightly changes from there
on. However, under the traditional termination criteria, the optimization procedure does not stop until the
given tolerance is satisfied, or failure of convergence
is ultimately declared. Objectively, under traditional
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criteria, a tiny improvement of the solution is obtained at the cost of many computational resources.
Computation is extensively delayed, tracking performance deteriorates, and the system oscillates
fiercely (Fig. 2). If optimization can be terminated
earlier, computation time can be saved while controller performance might be improved.
Factually, the solution should be terminated
when one of the following cases occurs:
1. Only a feasible solution, rather than the global
or local extreme, can be obtained, but the procedure
still goes on and struggles to find the optimal solution
and satisfy the tolerance.
2. The constraints will not be satisfied and convergence fails eventually anyway.
3. The improvement of the solution is tiny even
if the optimization procedure continues.
However, when traditional criteria are used, the
solution process will not stop until the number of
iterations exceeds the maximum number or the
specified tolerance is met.
Moreover, the results produced by different
kinds of optimization algorithms are analyzed as
follows:

5
0

5

10
iter

15

Fig. 2 Effect of computational delay on control performance
The sub-graphs show the profiles of the objective functions at some time steps where computational delay exists. Tc is the
input, CA is the state, and T is the output. obj: value of the objective function; iter: number of iterations
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1. If an infeasible path method is used, each iterate is an infeasible approximation and does not
satisfy the given constraints. In this case, the iterate
may cause oscillation if it acts on the system when the
solution procedure is terminated early.
2. If a feasible path method is used, the solution
procedure can be terminated at any time when it is
necessary (Tenny et al., 2004) and the iterate is a kind
of suboptimal approximation that can be injected to
the system. However, the rules for judging whether
the current iterate is good enough are not available.
As analyzed above, an infeasible path method is
not suitable for solving the OCP when it needs to be
terminated prematurely because of the critical requirement of computation time. Therefore, a feasible
path strategy is considered in this work.
To explore the effect of termination criteria on
control performance, the relationship between computational delay and solution accuracy with change of
the tolerance should be considered (Fig. 3). Line 1
implies that larger tolerance results in the quick termination of the solution procedure so that computational delay becomes smaller, or vice versa. If a feasible solution can be obtained eventually, the trend of
the accuracy of solution depending on different tolerances could be represented by Line 2. With a feasible iterate, the accuracy of solution may be high
when tolerance is very small, as shown by the left
extreme of Line 2. Its right extreme represents the
contrary, that is, a coarse solution and a large tolerance. As analyzed, both long computation time and
coarse solution degrade controller performance.
Therefore, a tradeoff between the accuracy of solution
and the computation time is necessary, as depicted by
the dash dot line. Better control performance can be
obtained at the tradeoff point, and the RPS criteria are
proposed for finding it.
In consideration of the practical requirement for
solution precision, a series of indices are defined to
stop quickly the solution procedure while maintaining
good approximation, so that the aforementioned
tradeoff can be reached. Additionally, the feasibility
of iterate should be guaranteed. Then the optimization
procedure can be terminated prematurely. Here, the
FP-SQP algorithm guaranteeing feasible iterate
(Wright and Tenny, 2004) is employed to implement
the RPS criteria.

Line 1: computational delay
Line 2: solution accuracy

High

Small

Control performance
Tradeoff point

Large
Small

Low
Tolerance

Large

Fig. 3 Schematic of the relationship between the solution
accuracy and computational delay on control performance with change of tolerance

3.2 NMPC based on the FP-SQP algorithm with
the RPS criteria

Consider the OCP (4) in a general form of NLP
problems:
minn f ( z )
z

s.t.

d ( z )  0, c( z )  0,

(7)

where f(z): ún→ú is the objective function, c(z) and
d(z) are the constraints, and f(z), c(z), and d(z) are
smooth (i.e., twice continuously differentiable) functions. A series of feasible iterates {zj}j=0,1,… is generated by solving the following quadratic programming
sub-problem for Δz through the trust region SOP
algorithm (Tenny et al., 2004):
def
1
min m(z )  f T z  z T H z
z
2

(8a)

s.t. d ( z )  d ( z )T z  0,

T
c( z )  c( z ) z  0,

(8b)

S z

(8c)

P

 r,

where H is the approximation to the Hessian of the
Lagrangian, S is the scaling matrix for the trust region,
and r represents the trust region radius. Eq. (8a) is the
model function of the change in the objective function
of Eq. (7) at current iterate zj. Eq. (8b) represents the
linearization of the constraints around the current
iterate. Eq. (8c) is the trust region constraint, where
P[1, ∞) denotes the choice of norm.
To make the iterate feasible, the candidate
step Δz is perturbed using the l2 penalty method
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formulated as follows:

z

2

s.t. z  z  ,

(9)

where R is the weight matrix, and  is a feasible
point set of problem (4).
The acceptability of a candidate step z depends on a ‘sufficient decrease’ test defined as
(Nocedal and Wright, 1999)
j 

f ( z j )  f ( z j  z j )
 m j ( z j )

,

(10)

where zjún is the current iterate, mj represents the
model function m of Eq. (8a) evaluated at the current
iterate, and Δzj, z j are obtained by solving Eqs. (8)
and (9), respectively. Based on the principle of trust
region algorithms, the step is accepted if ρj is positive,
and then the trust region radius and scaling matrix are
updated. Otherwise, the current iterate is kept unchanged, the trust region radius is decreased, and a
new candidate step is calculated.
The RPS criteria define a series of indices that
could depict the quality of iterates and offer an approximate solution with acceptable optimality. Considering the feasibility of the iterate, we define l2
penalty indices without measure of constraint violation. The proposed RPS criteria are defined with the
following indices:
1. Predictive improvement on the iterates and
objective function at iterate zj are given as

ind zj  max || z j  z j1 ||2 ,
ind jf || f j  f j 1 ||2 ,

(11a)
(11b)

where ind zj and ind jf denote the change of variable z
and objective function f between iterations, respectively. Eq. (11) provides the degree of improvement of
the current iterate and the objective function. It is also
employed to calculate the degree of convergence.
2. To soften the indices in Eq. (11) and reduce
their sensitivity to the change between iterations, the
transformed sigmoid function is used as the measure
of convergence degree:

 j  min( zj , fj ),

(12)

(13)

where εvar is the pre-specified tolerance on the variables and μ is a transformation parameter. Indices  zj
and  fj decrease monotonically with the increase of
indj (Fig. 4). Traditional termination criteria are strict
rules, and give only ‘convergent’ or ‘not convergent’
as the conclusion of the optimization. Using the
sigmoid function, the extent of the convergence of
iterate can be described smoothly and continuously,
which is suitable for measuring the degree of convergence of the current iterate.
1.0
0.5

ηj

min R z  z

 j tanh[  (log ind zj ) / log  var ]
,
 z 
tanh 


j
 j  tanh[  (log ind f ) / log  var ] ,
 f
tanh 


var =1e-2
var =1e-6
var =1e-10

0

-0.5
-1.0
1e-10 1e-8 1e-6 1e-4 1e-2 1e0 1e2 1e4 1e6 1e8 1e10
indj

Fig. 4 Profile of the transformed sigmoid function
(μ=1.5) with change of tolerance

The index in Eq. (13) is defined to judge whether
the current iterate converges sufficiently. If it reaches
some predefined threshold to reflect the degree of
convergence, then the solution progress should be
terminated and an approximate solution is obtained.
Moreover, the successive improvement is small even
though the process continues. Such kind of criteria,
with a proper modification, is suitable for general
optimization algorithms, such as the rSQP algorithm
(Wang et al., 2007) and the interior point method
(Chen et al., 2010). Usually, the specified threshold θ0
can be determined according to user’s demand by
using (0, 1).
Remark 2 Apart from the termination criteria, another factor that affects algorithm performance is the
initialization of the starting point. To produce a feasible iterate, the starting point is also required to be
feasible. During the process of the solution for
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problem (4), shifted input variables of the previous
time step are taken as the initialization of the current
optimization procedure (Diehl et al., 2008). At the
very beginning, the simulation of the controlled plant
can be conducted, or a linear control technique can be
used (e.g., the linear quadratic regulator, or LQR) to
calculate the feasible solution (Henson and Seborg,
1997; Tenny et al., 2004).
To summarize, Fig. 5 illustrates the flow sheet of
FP-SQP with the RPS criteria.

and Seborg, 1997; Tenny et al., 2004) in which an
exothermic and irreversible reaction occurs.
The temperature of the reactor can be reduced by
adjusting the temperature of the coolant fluid in a heat
exchange coil inside the vessel. The dynamic model is
based on the component balance for reactant A and on
an energy balance in the following differential model
equations:

q
 E 
C A  (CAf  CA )  k0 exp  
 CA ,
V
 RT 


q
H
 E 
k0 exp  
 T  (Tf  T ) 
 CA
V
 Cp
 RT 


UA

(Tc  T ),

CpV 


4 Simulation results and discussion

When linear control techniques are used, CSTR
is difficult to control due to its inherent nonlinear
behaviors (Bequette, 2002). Thus, research on NMPC
of CSTR has been carried out in recent years (Wu,
2000; Aguilar-Lopez and Martinez-Guerra, 2005;
Czeczot, 2006; Pan et al., 2007; Mansour and Ellis,
2008; Barkhordari Yazdi and Jahed-Motlagh, 2009).
To illustrate the efficiency of the RPS criteria, we
referred to the control of a classical CSTR (Henson

(14)

where UA, q, V, CAf, E, R, ρ, k0, −ΔH, and Cp are
constant parameters, as listed in Table 1. The states of
the system consist of the concentration of reactant A
(i.e., CA) and reactor temperature T (output), and the
manipulated variable is the temperature of coolant
stream, Tc.

Parameters initialization
Calculate feasible initialization
Calculate state by integrating model equation
Solve problem (8) to obtain candidate step z
Solve sub-problem (9) to obtain the perturbation step z
Obtain zj+1, Sj+1 using the trust region method
Y

RPS criteria

Start
RPS?

N

Calculate indzj , indfj according to Eqs. (11a) and (11b)
Calculate  and f according to Eq. (12)
j
z

j

Calculate  1  z j  z j 1  ,  2 

z j  z j 1
z j 1



Traditional
criteria




Calculate  j according to Eq. (13)
N

σ1 <εvar or σ 2 <εvar

 j  0

N

Y

Y
Terminate optimization

Fig. 5 Flow sheet of the feasibility-perturbed sequential quadratic programming (FP-SQP) algorithm with the
reduced precision solution (RPS) criteria
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400

Table 1 Parameters of the continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR) model*

T (K)

100 L/min
100 L
5e4 J/mol
1 mol/L
8750 K

320
300
270

Tenny et al., 2004

Assume that the output reference is a piecewise
constant, and is composed of two operating points
(OPs) (Findeisen and Allgöwer, 2003; Tenny et al.,
2004). The locations of OPs are illustrated in Fig. 6.
To test the tracking performance, we switch references between the two OPs (Fig. 7). The purpose is to
drive the controlled system to the given operating
points which require both state variables and input
variables achieve the target values. The corresponding parameters are set as listed in Table 2.
Given target values CA, target and Ttarget for the
states, as well as Tc, target for the input, the deviations of
state and input are defined as follows (Tenny, 2002):
CA  CA,target 
x
 , u  T  Tc,target .
 T  Ttarget 

280

290

300
Tc (K)

310

320

330

Fig. 6 Steady-state map between temperature of coolant
stream Tc (input) and the reactor temperature T (output)

350 K
1000 g/L
0.239 J/g  K

7.2e10 min 1

Pre-exponential factor

OP2
340

Tc (K)

*

OP1
360

306
304
302
300
298

CA (mol/L)

K0

380

Value
5e4 J/min  K

0.60
0.45
0.30
0.15
0

T (K)

Symbol
Description
UA
U: overall heat transfer;
A: area
q
Volumetric flow rate
V
Volume of CSTR
H Heat of reaction for AB
Feed concentration
CAf
E: activation energy;
E/R
R: universal gas constant
Feed temperature
Tf

Density of A, B mixture
Cp
Heat capacity of A, B mixture

400
380
360
340
320

(a)

(b)

(c)
0

10

20
30
Time (min)

40

50

Fig. 7 Reference profiles of input Tc (a), state CA (b), and
output T (c)

Duo 2.66 GHz CPU and 2 GB RAM. MATLAB 7.4 is
used as the computation environment and SUNDIALS
(Hindmarsh et al., 2005) is used to calculate sensitivity information during simulations.
Remark 3 To reveal the effect of computation delay
on the control performance, the simulation in this
section is made in the nominal case in which perturbation, disturbance, and model-plant mismatch are
not considered.
The FP-SQP algorithm with the traditional criteria (Tenny et al., 2004) is used for comparison. The
traditional criteria are defined as follows:

(15)

The parameters including weight matrices Q, R,
and S, sampling time, and prediction horizon (for
convenience, prediction horizon and control horizon
are made the same) are listed in Table 2.
All numerical results are obtained on the computer running Windows 7 with Intel® Dual Core™ 2

Table 2 Control parameters corresponding to different operating points

Operating points

Weight matrices

1

2

Q

R

S

Sampling
interval

Ttarget=375 K
CA, target=0.159 mol/L
Tc, target=302.84 K

Ttarget=350 K
CA, target=0.5 mol/L
Tc, target=300 K

10 0 
 0 50 



2

3

9s

*

*

**

Prediction
horizon

Control
horizon

Boundary
of input

90 s

90 s

[230, 427]

For time steps 11−60, 111−160, 211−260, and 311−360; ** For time steps 61−110, 161−210, and 261−310
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|| z j 1 || 

,

(16)

where ε is defined as the smallest real number in
floating point arithmetic. The iterate is acceptable if
one of the two indices in Eq. (16) is not larger than the
given tolerance εvar=10−6.
The integral square error (ISE) is used to
measure the reference tracking performance of the
controller:
N

ISE   ( x(k )  xref (k )) 2 ,

(17)

k 1

where N is the length of simulation horizon, and x and
xref represent state variable and reference, respectively.
To show the general influence of computational delay
caused by different solution precisions, we changed
the tolerance of the traditional criteria from 10−1 to
10−9. The statistics of the corresponding ISE of the
state variables and computation time are shown in
Table 3.
Table 3 Comparison of computation time and the integral square error (ISE) obtained from the traditional
criteria with different tolerances

Tolerance
1e-1
1e-2
1e-3
1e-4
1e-5
1e-6
1e-7
1e-8
1e-9

Computation time (s)
Min
Max
Ave
0.39
6.58
1.41
0.41
21.11
1.79
0.42
8.18
2.55
1.17
13.50
3.74
1.97
9.81
5.15
2.07
12.45
5.78
2.14
47.33
6.04
1.81
24.18
6.11
2.41
22.34
6.22

ISE
CA
2.584
3.519
3.338
2.980
3.251
8.893
8.546
9.610
11.211

T
1.83e4
3.95e4
3.33e4
6.11e4
4.19e4
1.01e5
1.31e5
1.61e5
1.99e5

To describe the proportion of computational
delay along with the simulation horizon, we define an
index referred to as rate of ‘efficient receding horizon
optimization’:
N
rERHO  ERHO ,
(18)
N
where NERHO is the number of time steps wherein the
associated OCP is solved successfully in one sampling period, and N is the total number of time steps
along the simulation horizon. This means that if the

OCPs at all time steps can be solved in time, then
rERHO=1; otherwise, the OCP at a certain time step
needs more than one sampling period and the following OCP would be neglected, resulting in rERHO
within (0, 1). Fig. 8 shows the relationship between
ISE of output T and index rERHO with change of
tolerance.
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Fig. 8 Relationship between the integral square error
(ISE) of output T and rERHO with change of tolerance

From Fig. 8, the large tolerance results in high
rERHO and small ISE, and vice versa. It is deduced that
the CSTR is more sensitive to computation time than
to the accuracy of solution because much smaller ISE
is produced, as shown by the right extreme of the ISE
profile, although a coarse solution is obtained. Based
on the trends of ISE and rERHO, it is concluded that
even the OCP at one time step is solved thoroughly, as
shown by the left extremes of two lines, large computational delay causes large ISE; it is true for the
contrary. However, the control performance is reflected not only by the value of ISE. To analyze further controller performance influenced by different
tolerances of the traditional criteria, we employ the
profiles of input, state, and output variables obtained
from traditional criteria with different tolerances
(Fig. 9).
Fig. 9 shows that the controlled variables (i.e.,
state variables) oscillate fiercely when a large computational delay exists (e.g., Fig. 9i), especially when
reference switches from OP1 to OP2, as illustrated in
Fig. 9f. When a larger tolerance is used, as shown in
Figs. 9a–9c, the controlled variables show better
tracking performance because the computational delay is small. Specifically, when OP1 is tested, almost
the expected performance can be obtained. This
demonstrates that high real-time performance resulting from a large tolerance improves controller performance. However, taking Fig. 9a as an example, the
coarse solution obtained with a large tolerance makes
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Fig. 9 Numerical results of reference tracking obtained from traditional criteria with different tolerances
(a) to (i) demonstrate results with tolerance changing from 10−1 to 10−9 in descending order. Solid line: plant response; dashed
line: reference. Tc is the input, CA is the state, and T is the output

the controlled system achieve the given steady state
slowly and unstably, hence degrading controller performance as well. It shows that just a feasible solution
is not enough to guarantee good control performance;
the accuracy of solution is also important. Therefore,
it is deduced that even when a feasible path method is
used, the optimization procedure cannot be stopped at
any time. As a feasible solution, which is significantly
different from the optimal one, it may not improve the
closed-loop control performance or keep the system
stable.

By taking as an example the results of the traditional criteria of εvar=10−6 (which is usually considered as the default tolerance in most NLP solvers),
comparisons are made on computation time produced
from the traditional criteria and the RPS criteria with
threshold 0.5 (Fig. 10). The computation time for the
RPS criteria is much shorter than that for the traditional criteria. At certain time steps, the computation
time is 0 because the OCP solution in the previous
time step remains incomplete, and thus the OCP at the
current time step is neglected. Therefore, only the
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Compared with Table 3, it is clear that the ISE
obtained using RPS criteria is smaller than all of those
resulting from traditional criteria of different tolerances, and that the average computation time is much
shorter than one sampling interval (9 s). The high
real-time performance and good solution accuracy
imply better control performance.
The result of reference tracking performance for
the RPS criteria is given in Fig. 11. Specifically, the
comparison of objective profiles corresponding to the

computation time of the solved OCP is compared. As
shown in Fig. 10, when the RPS criteria are adopted, a
lot of computing resources are saved.
The numerical results are listed in Table 4. For
the RPS criteria, the average time is reduced by almost 80%, and the ISE of state variables is reduced by
more than 70%. Moreover, index rERHO for the RPS
criteria reaches 1, indicating that the OCPs at all time
steps are calculated in time and that the corresponding
computation time is less than one sampling interval.

Fig. 10 Comparison of computation time for solving the optimal control problem under the traditional criteria and
the reduced precision solution (RPS) criteria
Table 4 Comparison of computation time and the integral square error (ISE) index under the traditional criteria
(εvar=10−6) and the reduced precision solution (RPS) criteria
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Fig. 11 Reference tracking performance for the reduced precision solution (RPS) criteria and the optimal control
problem objective function profiles at the time step corresponding to Fig. 2
The termination points of the runs under traditional criteria or RPS criteria are marked by ‘☆’ or ‘□’, respectively. Tc is the input,
CA is the state, and T is the output. obj: value of the objective function; iter: number of iterations
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sub-graphs of Fig. 2 is also shown.
Compared with Fig. 2, the adverse effect caused
by computational delay has been removed completely
using the RPS criteria. The overshoot is also reduced.
In the nominal case, the system is driven quickly and
stably to the required steady state. To conclude, the
runs under RPS criteria terminate much earlier than
the ones under traditional criteria. NMPC based on
RPS criteria outperforms that using traditional criteria,
as seen from the comparative results in Tables 3 and 4.
The simulations demonstrate that using the RPS criteria could reduce computation time efficiently with a
good feasible solution. Consequently, the controller
performance is improved.
5 Conclusions

We analyze the effect of computational delay
caused by the traditional termination criteria on control performance of NMPC controllers. Usually, the
traditional termination criteria result in a slow solution process with tiny improvement of solution after a
few iterations. This causes a waste of computing resources and degrades controller performance. Detailed analysis of this study shows that both the low
real-time performance and coarse solution of OCP
could degrade controller performance, as shown by
simulation with traditional criteria with different tolerances. The RPS termination criteria are proposed
for solving the OCP by employing the FP-SQP algorithm. Indices are constructed to judge whether the
optimization procedure should terminate and whether
the current iterate is a good approximation, and the
threshold can be used to adjust the degree of the approximation of the iterate according to the user’s
needs. The performances of the traditional and the
RPS criteria are compared by applying the FP-SQP
algorithm with both criteria to solve the reference
tracking problem of CSTR, respectively. Simulation
results demonstrate a higher efficiency of the RPS
criteria. Numerical results show that the RPS criteria
guarantee a timely termination of the optimization
procedure, implying that the control performance is
improved.
The RPS criteria can be used as an alternative to
the termination criteria of NLP solvers, especially in
meeting the real-time requirements of the application
of NMPC. In this paper, however, only the simulation

in the nominal case (in which no disturbance, modelplant mismatch, or perturbation exists) is made to
exemplify the efficiency of the proposed RPS criteria
in reducing computational delay. For future work, to
make the criteria more applicable and robust, perturbation, disturbance, and model-plant mismatch
will be considered. The closed-loop stability of the
NMPC with the RPS criteria will also be studied. The
input-to-state stability (ISS) and the related extended
theories can be powerful tools for analyzing the stability and robustness. Special attention will be paid to
the effect that the sub-optimal solution obtained from
RPS criteria has on the ISS of the closed-loop system.
The relationship between the deviations of the suboptimal solution from the optimal and the resulting
deterioration of the ISS property will be studied further. Even the precision of chemical instruments can
be introduced to make the RPS criteria suitable for
practical applications.
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